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It has been commonly concerned the issue of encouraging production staffs, 
which covers 70% of the total number of employees, to work more efficiently as a 
significant and challenged task. For these people, there are plenty of shortages in the 
tranditional pattern, which mainly uses Performance Agreement as a performance 
management method. It requires a new methodology created to adopt the operate 
features of workers. This new performance management method can ensure the 
strategic targets of enterprise to be effectively divided and carried out successfully. 
 
This paper is enlightened from the changing history of improving the inner 
performance of power industry. It is based on the core theories of enterprise 
performance management. By analyzing the current situations and existed problems 
in XX Power Bureau deeply, according to the theories and practical management 
achievements, this thesis has discovered the idea of using Psychological Contract 
Method for managing the performance of production staffs. The innovative 
management pattern ‘Lean Scoring Method’ is created with the operate features of 
employees, and then integrated with the practical producing situation of Power 
Bureau. 
 
Cases are discussed in this paper to demonstrate the effects of this new 
performance management pattern. It is proved that the following methods, such as 
adopting ‘Psychological Contract’ and ‘Working-hour Quota’ theories, utilizing and 
dividing the job details of skillful production staffs, designing the most suitable 
pattern of ‘Lean Scoring Method’ for workers in power industry, can excite the 
enthusiasm of employees better and make remarkable encouragements. 
 
This paper uses the research methodology of theoretical literature review with 
case analyze. It is a general conclusion of power enterprise cases, and can be utilized 
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